
July 23, 2002

MEMORANDUM TO: Janet Schlueter, Chief, NMSS/DWM/HLWB
John Linehan, Director, NMSS/PMDA
Lynn Scattolini, Director, OCIO/IMD
Dennis Dambly, Assistant General Counsel, OGC

FROM: Jeff Ciocco, NMSS/DWM/HLWB   /RA/
King Stablein, NMSS/DWM/HLWB   /RA/
Jessie Cloud, NMSS/PMDA   /RA/
Mitzi Young, OGC   /RA/
Keith Shaw, OCIO/IRDMD/RMB   /RA/

SUBJECT: CNWRA LICENSING SUPPORT NETWORK SITE VISIT TRIP REPORT

Date: May 16, 2002

Attendees: NRC - Jeff Ciocco, King Stablein, Jesse Cloud, Mitzi Young, and Keith Shaw
CNWRA - Wes Patrick, Budhi Sagar, Pat Mackin, Blaine Russell, Bruce Mabrito,
Arnold Galloway, and others.

Purpose: Information gathering to see examples of all the CNWRA proposed categories
described in CNWRA’s “LSN Records Preparation Estimate.”  To see first-hand
the records and obtain an understanding of their volume and complexity for
scanning.

Summary of Site Visit:

0800-0830 (Conference Room A237)  The meeting began with individual introductions by
CNWRA and NRC staff participants.  CNWRA explained that the day’s agenda
(Attachment 1)  would consist of a walk-around tour of various locations to
examine the potential CNWRA LSN documentary material.  The categories of
CNWRA records include: (1) CNWRA e-library files - deliverables and
associated quality assurance reviewer materials; (2) calibration records; (3)
purchase records; (4) scientific notebooks; (5) training records; (6) computer
codes; (7) maps and photographs; (8) physical materials; (9) privilege and
confidential materials; (10) conflict-of-interest (COI) records; and (11)
procedures.  CNWRA is comparing the NRC ADAMs database to the CNWRA
databases to find which of CNWRA documents are already in the ADAMS and
do not need processing.  CNWRA seeks NRC guidance regarding document
identification.  NRC described the visit as the first step in refine the cost
estimates for processing CNWRA backlogged LSN documentary material by
gathering information on examples of the records, the volume, and complexity of
document preparation, scanning, OCRing, profiling, and e-filing.
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0830-0950 (Central Files/Library) This location contained rows of shelves most of which
are non-LSN documents and houses the Electronic Library Files (ELF) computer. 
A summary count (attachment 2) of document type from ELF was distributed
listing document types (correspondence, quality assurance, or technical
documents), key descriptions of document type, and the document count.  The
largest count was 16,427 technical documents labeled “unknown.”  CNWRA is
checking to determine if these documents were previously submitted to NRC.

0950-1045 (QA Records Vault) Contains approximately 45 drawers, 18" deep and 36"
wide. The records and notebooks are well organized going back 6 years, after
which time they are sent to storage.  However, the Scientific Notebooks remain
in the vault beyond 6 years.  Of the approximately 500 Scientific Notebooks,
about 50 are electronic, and 425 are logged into the ELF system.  The Scientific
Notebooks average about 300 pages, and have numerous odd-size pages,
maps, photographs, diskettes, and other graphic material (e.g. tables) taped
onto pages.  The notebooks we sampled were neatly handwritten, but it is not
likely that Optical Character Recognition (OCR) would identify the text well
enough to support text searches of the notebooks.  Scanning of the Scientific
Notebooks will be labor intensive. The Field Notebooks contain approximately
150 pages.  Other records viewed include Sample Custody Logs, QA
Procedures, QA Working Files, COI Files, PPQ Forms, CNWRA Forms, QA 308
Files, Software Documentation Files, and Documentation Review Files
(approximately 20 pages per deliverable).

1045-1130 (Purchase Records, Roseanne Ard’s Office) Purchase records are either for
procurement of consulting services or procurement of goods.  There are 74
active subcontractor purchase record files.  Each folders contains purchase
order, purchase requisition, and sign-off sheets.  CNWRA stated that this
material documents the pedigree of materials used in its laboratories and is the
starting point for QA records.  These records would require special handling and
processing because of yellow pages and not all part of each file may be needed
for the LSN.  All participants expressed processing concerns.  Some of the
folders may contain contract-sensitive, costs, and business proprietary
information not suitable for LSN.  COI files are stored here.  There was a very
complex filing with COI folders.

1200-1245 (SwRI Publications Building) Document imaging machines and processing
procedures were examined.  The room contained 2 scanners and computers. 
SwRI is in the process of hard-copy archiving and scanning for archiving
purposes onto CDs.  Currently CNWRA does 100% page verification which is a
labor-intensive task.  The majority of processing costs are for document
preparation before scanning and the page-by-page verification after scanning is
completed.  CNWRA has a scanner capable of processing 2,000 pages front-to-
back in one hour.  They can produce oversize documents that are 36 inches. 
SwRI publications staff noted that they produce documents for a wide variety of
governmental and commercial customers, each with unique format
requirements.  They stated that they can produce appropriate PDF formats with
acceptable resolution.
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1315-1355 (GIS Room) This room contains maps, poster boards, and GIS software, digital
elevation models, Olympus database, and color photographs, which are up to
350 MB files.  The GIS room contains over 5 terabytes of information and
CNWRA uses software to compress the files to make them easier to use on the
Internet website.  Processing options for computer codes were discussed.  

1400-0500 (Calibration Lab) The calibration records are maintained chronologically, not by
division (e.g. CNWRA).  The lab records are well organized and computer
indexed.  CNWRA stated there are approximately 150 line items in the
calibration inventory.  The calibration records for these CNWRA line items are
spread out chronologically through the entire filing system.  Each record has
approximately 30 pages containing calibration certificate, data sheet, and work
order.  A sample from a pH meter from 1981 was pulled from the files.  Many
pages were not readable, handwritten, and are not available electronically. 
Preparation time to compile calibration records for LSN processing would be
labor intensive due to chronological listing of records of calibration work. 
Processing options were discussed.  Calibration procedure documents are
sometimes, but not always available.   Some older procedure documents may
not have been retained (i.e. documents over five years old).  Some calibrations
performed by SwRI contractors and associated processes are considered
proprietary.

1500-1515 (CNWRA Experimental Lab, Bldg 51, Ron Greene’s Lab) NRC and CNWRA
examined physical objects (e.g., rock samples).  The rock samples are included
by reference in the scientific notebooks and chain-of-custody logs.  There is
good traceability of samples.  All physical samples are maintained in storage,
unless destroyed in analysis.  There are thousands of entries into chain-of-
custody logs. NRC and CNWRA discussed the possibility of using only
bibliographic headers for each collection (binder).  Some rock samples are in
other locations.  The CNWRA has no procedures for discarding analyzed rock
samples.

1520-1545 (CNWRA Experimental Lab, Bldg 57, Geochemistry & Corrosion Lab) There
are hundreds of geochemistry QA binders.  There is an eight foot tall bookcase
of sample custody logs.   The binders contain control logs, photos, handwritten
notes, etc., which would require significant preparation time and labor for
scanning.  OCRing is not reasonable because of the hand-written pages.  Many
physical samples, including liquid samples, are not retained due to destruction
during analysis or a short shelf life.  The metallurgical section of lab contains
similar QA binders and physical samples for corrosion experiments.  Chain of
custody processes differ for different types of samples (e.g., if you make a small
sample from a rock, the small sample is traceable back to its source, but alloys
are considered homogenous and samples have no parentage, while water
samples are thrown away after the experiment is complete).

1550-1610 (Alamo Downs, Off-Site Records Storage) There are approximately 250
copier-paper sized boxes containing CNWRA records in an off-site storage
warehouse.  The records include procurement, financial, travel, and other
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reports.  These records date from 1988 to 2001.  The storage area is well
organized and labeled. 

1615-1620 (Conference Room A237) NRC and CNWRA viewed computer simulation of
rockfall.  An example of LSN-type material that is not text or image.  Discussed
limitations of ADAMS handling such software format and computer codes.  

1620 hrs (Wrap-Up) NRC expressed appreciation for the excellent site tour and hospitality
conducted by the many CNWRA managers and staff.  It was apparent that 15
years of work for the NRC is well recorded and maintained in the CNWRA filing
system.  NRC’s goal is to comply with Subpart J.  Step 1 - CNWRA’s “LSN
Records Preparation Estimate” and Step 2 - Site Visit to see first-hand and
understand the volume and complexity of records have been completed.  NRC
discussed plans to consider what categories of the CNWRA’s records proposal
should be included for processing into the LSN and to advise CNWRA of its
decisions, as appropriate.  CNWRA requested that NRC document its decisions. 
For the categories to be included in the LSN, the volume estimates need to be
refined and a pilot scanning of each category may provide a basis for a sound
estimate.  NRC offered to help CNWRA cross-check databases.  CNWRA
expressed appreciation for the NRC first-hand evaluation of the documents and
facilities.

Attachment: Agenda for NRC Visit to CNWRA to Examine Potential LSN Documentation



ATTACHMENT

Agenda for NRC Visit to CNWRA to Examine Potential LSN Documentation

Conference room A237 has been reserved for the purpose of this visit all day Thursday, May
16, 2002.  It has also been reserved for Friday morning May 17, 2002, in the event activities
continue beyond Thursday.

Separate office space for NRC visitors to use computers or make phone calls will be available.

The visit will be conducted as a walk-around tour of the various records locations so
participants can both see examples of the records and obtain an understanding of their
numbers.  The schedule has sufficient flexibility to allow detailed discussions at any specific
location as well as in conference room A237.

Arrangements will be made to transport participants to the calibration lab, experimental labs,
Building 139, and Alamo Downs.

P. Mackin and A. Galloway will participate in all activities.  Other CNWRA staff are to be present
as indicated in the last column of the following table.

Time Location Activities CNWRA
Participants

8:00 am Conference Room
A237

Introductions,
discuss agenda

All

8:30 am Central Files/Library Examine electronic
library files
(correspondence) 

B. Mabrito
M. Padilla
B. Russell

9:00 am QA Records Vault Examine QA
documentation for
deliverables, conflict
of interest files,
training files, and
scientific notebooks

B. Mabrito
M. Padilla

10:00 am Roseanne Ard’s
Office

Examine purchase
records

H. Garcia
P. Maldonado
R. Ard

10:30 am Conference Room
A237

Examine typical
computer codes and
data input/output
files

11:00 SwRI Publications Document imaging 

11:30 Cafeteria Lunch
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12:30 pm GIS Room Examine typical map
files

L. McKague
M. Necsoiu
N. Franklin

1:00 pm SwRI Calibration
Laboratory

Examine calibration
records

W. Hill
B. Mabrito

1:30 pm CNWRA
Experimental
Laboratories

Examine physical
items to be
documented in LSN

R. Green
P. Bertetti
D. Dunn

2:30 pm Building 139 Examine CNWRA
records stored
externally

B. Mabrito
H. Garcia
M. Padilla

3:00 pm Alamo Downs Examine CNWRA
records stored
externally

P. Mabrito
H. Garcia
M. Padilla
R. Ard

4:00 pm Conference Room
A237

Discuss hardware,
software, and
formatting issues

4:30 pm Conference Room
A237

Wrap up All
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